Abstract-Online learning algorithms often have to operate in the presence of concept drifts. A recent study revealed that different diversity levels in an ensemble of learning machines are required in order to maintain high generalization on both old and new concepts. Inspired by this study and based on a further study of diversity with different strategies to deal with drifts, we propose a new online ensemble learning approach called Diversity for Dealing with Drifts (DDD). DDD maintains ensembles with different diversity levels and is able to attain better accuracy than other approaches. Furthermore, it is very robust, outperforming other drift handling approaches in terms of accuracy when there are false positive drift detections. In all the experimental comparisons we have carried out, DDD always performed at least as well as other drift handling approaches under various conditions, with very few exceptions.
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INTRODUCTION
O NLINE learning has been showing to be very useful for a growing number of applications in which training data are available continuously in time (streams of data) and/or there are time and space constraints. Examples of such applications are industrial process control, computer security, intelligent user interfaces, market-basket analysis, information filtering, and prediction of conditional branch outcomes in microprocessors.
Several definitions of online learning can be found in the literature. In this work, we adopt the definition that online learning algorithms process each training example once "on arrival," without the need for storage or reprocessing [1] . In this way, they take as input a single training example as well as a hypothesis and output an updated hypothesis [2] . We consider online learning as a particular case of incremental learning. The latter term refers to learning machines that are also used to model continuous processes, but process incoming data in chunks, instead of having to process each training example separately [3] .
Ensembles of classifiers have been successfully used to improve the accuracy of single classifiers in online and incremental learning [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . However, online environments are often nonstationary and the variables to be predicted by the learning machine may change with time (concept drift). For example, in an information filtering system, the users may change their subjects of interest with time. So, learning machines used to model these environments should be able to adapt quickly and accurately to possible changes.
We consider that the term concept refers to the whole distribution of the problem in a certain point in time [6] , being characterized by the joint distribution pðx; wÞ, where x represents the input attributes and w represents the classes. So, a concept drift represents a change in the distribution of the problem [7] , [8] .
Even though there are some ensemble approaches designed to handle concept drift, only very recently a deeper study of why, when, and how ensembles can be helpful for dealing with drifts has been done [9] . The study reveals that different levels of ensemble diversity are required before and after a drift in order to obtain better generalization on the new concept. However, even though diversity by itself can help to improve generalization right after the beginning of a drift, it does not provide a faster recovery from drift in long term. So, additional strategies with different levels of diversity are necessary to better handle drifts.
This paper provides an analysis of different strategies to be used with diversity, which are then combined into a new approach to deal with drifts. In all the experimental comparisons we have carried out, the proposed approach always performed at least as well as other drift handling approaches under various conditions, with very few exceptions. Section 2 explains the research questions answered by this paper in more detail. the end of the trial, the algorithm receives a binary label, which can be viewed as the correct prediction for the instance.
Several real-world applications operate in this sort of scenario, such as spam detection, prediction of conditional branches in microprocessors, information filtering, face recognition, etc. Besides, during drifts which take some time to be completed (gradual drifts), the system might be required to make predictions on instances belonging to both the old and new concepts. So, it is important to analyze the prequential accuracy [13] , which uses the prediction done at each trial and considers examples of both concepts at the same time when the drift is gradual. The work presented in [9] considers only the generalization calculated using a test set representing either the old or the new concept. So, how would a low and a high diversity ensemble behave considering the prequential accuracy in the presence of different types of drift? 2. Even though high diversity ensembles may obtain better generalization than low diversity ensembles after the beginning of a drift, the study presented in [9] also reveals that high diversity ensembles present almost no convergence to the new concept, having slow recovery from drifts. So, is it possible to make a high diversity ensemble trained on the old concept converge to the new concept? How? A more general research question would be: is it possible to use information from the old concept to aid the learning of the new concept? How? 3. If it is possible, would that ensemble outperform a new ensemble created from scratch when the drift begins? For which types of drift? 4. How can we use diversity to improve the prequential accuracy in the presence of drifts, at the same time as we maintain good accuracy in the absence of drifts? In order to answer the first three questions, we perform a study of different strategies with low/high diversity ensembles and analyze their effect on the prequential accuracy in the presence of drifts. The study analyzes the ensembles/strategies presented in Table 1 using artificial data sets in which we know when a drift begins and what type of drift is present.
Before the drift, a new low diversity and a new high diversity ensemble are created from scratch. After the drift begins, the ensembles created before the drift are kept and referred to as old ensembles. The old high diversity ensemble starts learning with low diversity, in order to check if it is possible to converge to the new concept. In addition, a new low and a new high diversity ensemble are created from scratch.
The analysis identifies what ensembles are the most accurate for each type of drift and reveals that high diversity ensembles trained on the old concept are able to converge to the new concept if they start learning the new concept with low diversity. In fact, these ensembles are usually the most accurate for most types of drift. The study uses a technique presented in [9] (and explained here in Section 3.2) to explicitly encourage more or less diversity in an ensemble.
In order to answer the last question, we propose a new online ensemble learning approach to handle concept drifts called Diversity for Dealing with Drifts (DDD). The approach aims at better exploiting diversity to handle drifts, being more robust to false alarms (false positive drift detections), and having faster recovery from drifts. In this way, it manages to achieve improved accuracy in the presence of drifts at the same time as good accuracy in the absence of drifts is maintained. Experiments with artificial and real-world data show that DDD usually obtains similar or better accuracy than Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) and better accuracy than Dynamic Weighted Majority (DWM).
This paper is further organized as follows: Section 3 explains related work. Section 4 explains the data sets used in the study. Section 5 presents the study of the effect of low/ high diversity ensembles on the prequential accuracy in the presence of drifts using the strategies presented in Table 1 . Section 6 introduces and analyzes DDD. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives directions for further research.
RELATED WORK
Several approaches proposed to handle concept drift can be found in the literature. Most of them are incremental learning approaches [8] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . However, most of the incremental learning approaches tend to give little attention to the stability of the classifiers, giving more emphasis to the plasticity when they allow only a new classifier to learn a new chunk of data. While this could be desirable when drifts are very frequent, it is not a good strategy when drifts are not so frequent. Besides, determining the chunk size in the presence of concept drifts is not a straightforward task. A too small chunk size will not provide enough data for a new classifier to be accurate, whereas a too large chunk size may contain data belonging to different concepts, making the adaptation to new concepts slow.
The online learning algorithms which handle concept drift can be divided into two groups: approaches which use a mechanism to detect drifts [7] , [12] , [22] , [23] , [24] and approaches which do not explicitly detect drifts [25] , [26] , [27] . Both of them handle drifts based directly or indirectly on the accuracy of the current classifiers. The former approaches use some measure related to the accuracy to detect drifts. They usually discard the current system and create a new one after a drift is detected and/or confirmed. In this way, they can have quick response to drifts, as long as the drifts are detected early. However, these approaches can suffer from nonaccurate drift detections. The latter approaches usually associate weights to each ensemble's classifier based on its accuracy, possibly allowing pruning and addition of new classifiers. These approaches need some time for the weights to start reflecting the new concept. Section 3.1 presents an example of drift detection method and two approaches to handle drifts: an approach based on a drift detection method and an approach which does not detect drifts explicitly. Section 3.2 briefly explains ensemble diversity in the context of online learning in the presence of concept drift.
Approaches to Detect and/or Handle Drifts
An example of drift detection method is the one used by the approach presented in [12] . It is based on the idea that the distance between two consecutive errors increases when a stable concept is being learned. So, the distance is monitored and, if it reduces considerably according to a predefined constant which we call in this paper, it is considered that there is a concept drift.
The approach presented to handle concept drift in [12] is called Early Drift Detection Method. It uses the drift detection method explained above with two values for :
and , > . When a concept drift is alarmed by the drift detection method using , but not , a warning level is triggered, indicating that a concept drift might have happened. From this moment, all the training examples presented to the system are used for learning and then stored. If a concept drift is alarmed using , the concept drift is confirmed and the system is reset. If we consider that a new online classifier system is created when the warning level is triggered, instead of storing the training instances for posterior use, EDDM is considered a true online learning system.
An example of a well-cited approach which does not use a drift detection method is Dynamic Weighted Majority [26] . It maintains an ensemble of classifiers whose weights are reduced by a multiplier constant , 1 < 1, when the classifier gives a wrong prediction, if the current time step is a multiple of p. The approach also allows the addition and removal of classifiers at every p time step. The removal is controlled by a predefined weight threshold . In this way, new classifiers can be created to learn new concepts and poorly performing classifiers, which possibly learned old concepts, can be removed.
A summary of the parameters used by the drift detection method, EDDM and DWM is given in Table 2 .
Ensemble Diversity in the Presence of Drifts
Even though several studies of ensemble diversity can be found in the literature, e.g., [28] , [29] , [30] , the study presented in [9] is the first diversity analysis regarding online learning in the presence of concept drift.
The study shows that different diversity levels are required before and after a drift in order to improve generalization on the old or new concepts and concludes that diversity by itself can help to reduce the initial increase in error caused by a drift, but does not provide a faster recovery from drifts in long term. So, the potential of ensembles for dealing with concept drift may have not been fully exploited by the existing ensemble approaches yet, as they do not encourage different levels of diversity in different situations.
Intuitively speaking, the key to the success of an ensemble of classifiers is that the base classifiers perform diversely. Despite the popularity of the term diversity, there is no single definition or measure of it [30] . A popular measure is Yule's Q statistic [31] . Based on an analysis of 10 measures, Q statistic is recommended by Kuncheva and Whitaker [29] to be used for the purpose of minimizing the error of ensembles. This measure is recommended especially due to its simplicity and ease of interpretation. Considering two classifiers D i and D k , the Q statistic can be calculated as
where N a;b is the number of training examples for which the classification given by D i is a and the classification given by D k is b, 1 represents a correct classification and 0 represents a misclassification.
Classifiers which tend to classify the same examples correctly will have positive values of Q, whereas classifiers which tend to classify different examples incorrectly will have negative values of Q. For an ensemble of classifiers, the averaged Q statistic over all pairs of classifiers can be used as a measure of diversity. Higher/lower average indicates less/more diversity. In this paper, we will consider that low/high diversity refers to high/low average Q statistic.
In online learning, an example of how to explicitly encourage more or less diversity in an ensemble is by using a modified version [9] of online bagging [1] . The original online bagging (Algorithm 1) is based on the fact that, when the number of training examples tends to 1 in offline bagging, each base learner h m contains K copies of each 
DATA SETS
When working with real-world data sets, it is not possible to know exactly when a drift starts to occur, which type of drift is present, or even if there really is a drift. So, it is not possible to perform a detailed analysis of the behavior of algorithms in the presence of concept drift using only pure real-world data sets. In order to analyze the effect of low/ high diversity ensembles in the presence of concept drift and to assist the analysis of DDD, we first used the artificial data sets described in [9] . Then, in order to reaffirm the analysis of DDD, we performed experiments using three real-world problems. Section 4.1 describes the artificial data sets and Section 4.2 describes the real-world data sets.
Artificial Data Sets
The artificial data sets used in the experiments (Table 3) comprise the following problems [9] : circle, sine moving vertically, sine moving horizontally, line, plane, and Boolean. In the equations presented in the table, a, b, c, d, r, a i , eq, and op can assume different values to define different concepts. The examples of all problems but Boolean contain x=x i , and y as the input attributes and the concept (which can assume value 0 or 1) as the output attribute.
The Boolean problem is inspired by the STAGGER problem [32] , but it allows the generation of different drifts, with different levels of severity and speed. In this problem, each training example has three input attributes: color (red R, green G, or blue B), shape (triangle T , rectangle R, or circle C), and size (small S, medium M, or large L). The concept is then represented by the Boolean equation given in Table 3 , which indicates the color, shape, and size of the objects which belong to class 1 (true). In that expression, a represents a conjunction or disjunction of different possible colors, b represents shapes, c represents sizes, eq represents ¼ or 6 ¼ , and op represents the logical connective^or _. For example, the first concept of the Boolean data set which presents a drift with 11 percent of severity in Table 3 is represented by
Each data set contains one drift and different drifts were simulated by varying among three amounts of severity (as shown in Table 3 ) and three speeds, thus generating nine different drifts for each problem. Severity represents the amount of changes caused by a new concept. Here, the measure of severity is the percentage of the input space which has its target class changed after the drift is complete. Speed is the inverse of the time taken for a new concept to completely replace the old one. The speed was measured by the inverse of the number of time steps taken for a new concept to completely replace the old one and was modeled by the following linear degree of dominance functions: where v n ðtÞ and v o ðtÞ are the degrees of dominance of the new and old concepts, respectively; t is the current time step; N is the number of time steps before the drift started to occur; and drifting time varied among 1, 0:25N, and 0:50N time steps. During the drifting time, the degrees of dominance represent the probability that an example of the old or the new concept will be presented to the system. For a detailed explanation of different types of drift, we recommend [9] . The data sets are composed of 2N examples and each example corresponds to one time step of the learning. The first N examples of the training sets were generated according to the old concept (v o ðtÞ ¼ 1, 1 t N), where N ¼ 1;000 for circle, sineV, sineH, and line and N ¼ 500 for plane and Boolean. The next drifting time training examples (N < t N þ drifting time) were generated according to the degree of dominance functions, v n ðtÞ and v o ðtÞ. The remaining examples were generated according to the new concept (v n ðtÞ ¼ 1, N þ drifting time < t 2N).
The range of x or x i was ½0; 1 for circle, line, and plane; ½0; 10 for sineV; and ½0; 4 for sineH. The range of y was ½0; 1 for circle and line, ½À10; 10 for sineV, ½0; 10 for sineH, and ½0; 5 for plane. For plane and Boolean, the input attributes are normally distributed through the whole input space. For the other problems, the number of instances belonging to class 1 and 0 is always the same, having the effect of changing the unconditional probability distribution function when the drift occurs. Eight irrelevant attributes and 10 percent class noise were introduced in the plane data sets.
Real-World Data Sets
The real-world data sets used in the experiments with DDD are electricity market [7] , KDD Cup 1999 network intrusion detection data [33] , and PAKDD 2009 credit card data.
The electricity data set is a real-world data set from the Australian New South Wales Electricity Market. This data set was first described in [34] . In this electricity market, the prices are not fixed and may be affected by demand and supply. Besides, during the time period described in the data, the electricity market was expanded with the inclusion of adjacent areas, causing a dampening of the extreme prices. This data set contains 45,312 examples, dated from May 1996 to December 1998. Each example contains four input attributes (time stamp, day of the week, and two electricity demand values) and the target class, which identifies the change of the price related to a moving average of the last 24 hours.
The KDD Cup 1999 data set is a network intrusion detection data set. The task of an intrusion detection system is to distinguish between intrusions/attacks and normal connections. The data set contains a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment. During the simulation, the local area network was operated as if it were a true Air Force environment, but peppered with multiple attacks, so that attack is not a minority class. The data set contains 494,020 examples. Each example corresponds to a connection and contains 41 input attributes, such as the length of the connection, the type of protocol, the network service on the destination, etc. The target class identifies whether the connection is an attack or a normal connection.
The PAKDD 2009 data set comprises data collected from the private label credit card operation of a major Brazilian retail chain, along stable inflation condition. We used the modeling data, which contain 50,000 examples and correspond to a one year period. Each example corresponds to a client and contains 27 input attributes, such as sex, age, marital status, profession, income, etc. The target class identifies if the client is a "good" or "bad" client. The class "bad" is a minority class and composes around 19.5 percent of the data.
THE EFFECT OF LOW/HIGH DIVERSITY ENSEMBLES ON THE PREQUENTIAL ACCURACY
This section presents an analysis of the prequential accuracy of the ensembles/strategies presented in Table 1 , aiming at answering the first three research questions explained in Section 2. The prequential [13] accuracy is the average accuracy obtained by the prediction of each example to be learned, before its learning, calculated in an online way. The rule used to obtain the prequential accuracy on time step t is presented in (1) [12] :
where acc ex is 0 if the prediction of the current training example ex before its learning is wrong and 1 if it is correct; and f is the first time step used in the calculation. In order to analyze the behavior of the ensembles before and after the beginning of a drift, the prequential accuracy shown in the graphs is reset whenever a drift starts (f 2 f1; N þ 1g). The learning of each ensemble is repeated 30 times for each data set.
The online ensemble learning algorithm used in the experiments is the modified version of online bagging proposed in [9] and explained in Section 3.2. As commented in that section, Minku et al. [9] show that higher/lower s produce ensembles with higher/lower average Q statistic (lower/higher diversity).
Section 5.1 presents the analysis itself.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The experiments used 25 lossless ITI online decision trees [35] as the base learners for each ensemble. The parameter l for the P oissonðÞ distribution of the low diversity ensembles is 1, which is the value used for the original online bagging [1] . The h values for the high diversity ensembles were chosen in the following way:
1. Perform five preliminary executions using h ¼ 0:0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, giving a total of 35 executions for each data set. 2. Determine the prequential accuracy obtained by each execution at the time step 1:1N. This time step represents the moment in which high diversity ensembles are more likely to outperform low diversity ensembles, according to [9] . 3. Calculate the main effect of h on the average prequential accuracy, considering all the data sets for each particular problem at the same time. For example, the main effect for the circle problem is the average among the online accuracies obtained by the five executions using all the nine circle data sets. The figures for the other data sets were omitted due to space limitations. In order to answer the first research question, we analyze the prequential accuracy after the beginning of the drift, for each data set. We can observe that different ensembles obtain the best prequential accuracy depending on the type of drift.
For drifts with low severity and high speed (e.g., Fig. 1a ), the best accuracy after the beginning of the drift is usually obtained by the old high diversity ensemble. For the Boolean problem, the old low diversity gets similar accuracy to the old high diversity ensemble. So, in general, it is a good strategy to use the old high diversity ensemble for this type of drift.
An intuitive explanation for the reason why old high diversity ensembles are helpful for low severity drifts is that, even though the new concept is not the same as the old concept, it is similar to the old concept. When a high level of diversity is enforced, the base learners are forced to classify the training examples very differently from each other. So, the ensemble learns a certain concept only partly, being able to converge to the new concept by learning it with low diversity. At the same time, as the old concept was partly learned, the old high diversity ensemble can use information learned from the old concept to aid the learning of the new concept. An old low diversity ensemble would provide information from the old concept, but would have problems to converge to the new concept [9] .
For drifts with high severity and high speed (e.g., Fig. 1b ), the new low diversity ensemble usually obtains the best accuracy, even though that accuracy is similar to the old high diversity ensemble's in half of the cases (Boolean, sineV, and line). For the Boolean problem, the old high diversity, old low diversity, and new low diversity obtain similar accuracy. So, in general, it is a good strategy to use the new low diversity ensemble for this type of drift.
The reason for that is that, when a drift has high severity and high speed, it causes big changes very suddenly. In this case, the new concept has almost no similarities to the old concept. So, an ensemble which learned the old concept either partly or fully will not be so helpful (and could be even harmful) for the accuracy on the new concept. A new ensemble learning from scratch is thus the best option.
For drifts with medium severity and high speed, the behavior of the ensembles is similar to when the severity is high for sineH, circle, plane, and line, although the difference between the old high diversity and the new low diversity ensemble tends to be smaller for sineH, circle, and plane. The behavior for Boolean and sineV tends to be more similar to when severity is low. So, drifts with medium severity sometimes have similar behavior to low severity and sometimes to high severity drifts when the speed is high.
For drifts with low speed (e.g., Figs. 1c and 1d), either the old low or both the old ensembles present the best accuracy in the beginning of the drift, independent of the severity. So, considering only shortly after the beginning of a drift, the best strategy is to use the old low diversity ensemble for slow speed drifts. Longer after the drift, either the old high or both the old high and the new low diversity ensembles usually obtain the best accuracies. So, considering only longer after the drift, the best strategy is to use the old high diversity ensemble. If we consider both shortly and longer after the drift, it is a good strategy to use the old high diversity ensemble, as it is the most likely to have good accuracy during the whole period after the beginning of the drift.
For drifts with medium speed, the behavior is similar to low speed, although the period of time in which the old ensembles have the best accuracies is reduced and the old low diversity ensemble rarely has the best accuracy by itself shortly after the beginning of the drift (it usually obtains similar accuracy to the old high diversity ensemble). When the severity is high, there are two cases (sineH and plane) in which the best accuracy is obtained by the new low diversity ensemble longer after the drift. This behavior approximates the behavior obtained when the severity is high and the speed is high.
This analysis is a straight answer to the first research question and also allows us to answer the second and third questions as follows: 2) Ensembles which learned an old concept using high diversity can converge to a new concept if they start learning the new concept with low diversity; and 3) when the drift has low severity and high speed or longer after the drift when the speed is low or medium, the high diversity ensembles learning with low diversity are the most accurate in most of the cases. Besides, when the speed is low or medium, shortly after the beginning of the drift, they are more accurate than the new ensembles and frequently have similar accuracy to the old low diversity ensembles. Even when the drift has medium or high severity and high speed, the old high diversity ensembles sometimes obtain similar accuracy to the new low diversity ensembles. So, in fact, it is a good strategy to use the old high diversity ensembles for most types of drift. The analysis shows that the strategy of resetting the learning system as soon as a drift is detected, which is adopted by many approaches, such as [7] , [12] , [23] , is not always ideal, as an ensemble which learned the old concept can be helpful depending on the drift type.
DIVERSITY FOR DEALING WITH DRIFTS
This section proposes Diversity for Dealing with Drifts. 2 Section 6.1 describes DDD. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 explain the experiments done to validate DDD and provide an answer to the last research question from Section 2.
DDD's Description
DDD (Algorithm 2) operates in two modes: prior to drift detection and after drift detection. We chose to use a drift detection method, instead of treating drifts implicitly, because it allows immediate treatment of drifts once they are detected. So, if the parameters of the drift detection method are tuned to detect drifts the earliest possible and the approach is designed to be robust to false alarms, we can obtain fast adaptation to new concepts. The parameters used by DDD are summarized in Before a drift is detected, the learning system is composed of two ensembles: an ensemble with lower diversity (h nl ) and an ensemble with higher diversity (h nh ). Both ensembles are trained with incoming examples (lines 46 and 47), but only the low diversity ensemble is used for system predictions (line 10). The reason for not using the high diversity ensemble for predictions is that it is likely to be less accurate on the new concept being learned than the low diversity ensemble [9] . DDD assumes that, if there is no convergence of the underlying distributions to a stable concept, new drift detections will occur, triggering the mode after drift detection. DDD then allows the use of the high diversity ensemble in the form of an old high diversity ensemble, as explained later in this section.
A drift detection method based on monitoring the low diversity ensemble is used (line 21). This method can be any of the methods existing in the literature, for instance, the one explained in Section 3.1. After a drift is detected, new low diversity and high diversity ensembles are created (lines 29 and 30) . The ensembles corresponding to the low and high diversity ensembles before the drift detection are kept and denominated old low and old high diversity ensembles (lines 24 and 28). The old high diversity ensemble starts to learn with low diversity (line 50) in order to improve its convergence to the new concept, as explained in Section 5. Maintaining the old ensembles allows not only a better exploitation of diversity and the use of information learned from the old concept to aid the learning of the new concept, but also helps the approach to be robust to false alarms.
Both the old and the new ensembles perform learning (lines 46-50) and the system predictions are determined by the weighted majority vote of the output of 1) the old high diversity, 2) the new low diversity, and 3) the old low diversity ensemble (lines 12-16). The new high diversity ensemble is not considered because it is likely to have low accuracy on the new concept [9] .
The weights are proportional to the prequential accuracy since the last drift detection until the previous time step (lines [13] [14] [15] . The weight of the old low diversity ensemble is multiplied by a constant W (line 15), which allows controlling the trade-off between robustness to false alarms and accuracy in the presence of concept drifts, and all the weights are normalized. It is important to note that weighting the ensembles based on the accuracy after the drift detection is different from the weighting strategy adopted by the approaches in the literature which do not use a drift detection method. Those approaches use weights which are likely to represent more than one concept at the same time and need some time to start reflecting only the new concept.
During the mode after drift detection, the new low diversity ensemble is monitored by the drift detection method (line 21). If two consecutive drift detections happen and there is no shift back to the mode prior to drift detection between them, the old low diversity ensemble after the second drift detection can be either the same as the old high diversity learning with low diversity after the first drift detection or the ensemble corresponding to the new low diversity after the first drift detection, depending on which of them is the most accurate (lines 24 and 26). The reason for that is that, soon after the first drift detection, the new low diversity ensemble may be not accurate enough to become the old low diversity ensemble. This strategy also helps the approach to be more robust to false alarms.
All the four ensembles are maintained in the system until either the condition in line 36 or the condition in line 39 is satisfied. When one of these conditions is satisfied, the system returns to the mode prior to drift detection. The accuracies when considering whether the old high diversity ensemble is better than the others are reduced/summed to their standard deviations to avoid premature return to the mode prior to drift, as this ensemble is more likely to have higher accuracy than the new low diversity very soon after the drift, when this ensemble learned just a few examples.
When returning to the mode prior to drift, either the old high diversity or the new low diversity ensemble becomes the low diversity ensemble used in the mode prior to drift detection, depending on which of them is the most accurate (lines [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] ). An additional parameter to control the maximum number of time steps in the mode after drift detection can be used to avoid a too long time maintaining four ensembles and is proposed as future work.
As we can see, DDD is designed to better exploit the advantages of diversity to deal with concept drift than the other approaches in the literature, by maintaining ensembles with different diversity levels, according to the experiments presented in Section 5.
Besides, the approaches which use old classifiers as part of an ensemble in the literature, such as [25] , [26] , [27] , do not adopt any strategy to improve their learning on the new concept. Nevertheless, as it was shown in [9] , these classifiers are likely to have low accuracy on the new concept if no additional strategy is adopted to improve their learning. DDD is designed to use information learned from the old concept in order to aid the learning of the new concept, by training an old high diversity ensemble with low diversity on the new concept. Such a strategy has shown to be successful in Section 5.
Moreover, the approach is designed to be more robust to false alarms than approaches which reset the system when a drift is detected [7] , [12] , [23] and to have faster recovery from drifts than approaches which do not use a drift detection method [26] , [27] , as it maintains old ensembles after a drift detection, but takes immediate action to treat the drift when it is detected, instead of having to wait for the weights to start reflecting the new concept.
The approach is not yet prepared to take advantage of recurrent or predictable drifts. We propose the use of memories for dealing with these types of drift as future work.
A detailed analysis of time and memory occupied by DDD is not straightforward, as it depends on the implementation, base learner, and source of diversity. However, it is easy to see that, if we have a sequential implementation, the complexity of each ensemble is OðfðnÞÞ and the source of diversity does not influence this complexity, DDD would have, in the worst case, complexity Oð4fðnÞÞ ¼ OðfðnÞÞ. So, DDD does not increase the complexity of the system in comparison to a single ensemble.
Experimental Objectives, Design, and Measures Analyzed
The objective of the experiments with DDD is to assist its analysis and to validate it, showing that it is an answer to the last research question presented in Section 2, i.e., it obtains good accuracy both in the presence and absence of drifts. We also aim at identifying for which types of drift DDD works better and why it behaves in that way. In order to do so, we analyze measures such as weights attributed by DDD to each ensemble, number of drift detections, and prequential accuracy ((1), from Section 5). In some cases, the false positive and negative rate is also analyzed. DDD is compared to a low diversity ensemble with no drift handling abilities, EDDM [12] , and DWM [26] . The diversity study using "perfect" drift detections presented in Section 5.1 and an approach which would always choose to use the same ensemble (i.e., always choose the old high diversity ensemble, or always choose the old low diversity ensemble, etc.) are also used in the analysis.
The prequential accuracy is calculated based on the predictions given to the current training example before the example is used for updating any component of the system. It is important to observe that the term update here refers not only to the learning of the current training example by the base learners, but also to the changes in weights associated with the base learners (in the case of DWM) and to the ensembles (in the case of DDD). The prequential accuracy is compared both visually, considering the graphs of the average prequential accuracy and standard deviation throughout the learning, and using T student statistical tests [37] at particular time steps, for the artificial data sets.
The T tests were performed as follows: for each artificial problem, T student statistical tests were done at the time steps 0:99N, 1:1N, 1:5N, and 2N. These time steps were chosen in order to analyze the behavior soon after the drift, fairly longer after the drift and long after the drift, as in [9] . Bonferroni corrections considering all the combinations of severity, speed, and time step were used. The overall significance level was 0.01, so that the significance level used for each individual comparison was ¼ 0:01=ð3 Ã 3 Ã 4Þ ¼ 0:000278.
The drift detection method used by DDD was the same as the one used by EDDM, in order to provide a fair comparison. There is the possibility that there are other drift detection methods more accurate in the literature. However, the study presented in Section 5 shows that the old ensembles are particularly useful right after the beginning of the drift. So, a comparison to an approach using a drift detection method which could detect drifts earlier would give more advantages to DDD.
Thirty repetitions were done for each data set and approach. The ensemble learning algorithm used by DDD and EDDM was the (modified) online bagging, as in Section 5. The drift detection method used by DDD in the experiments was the one explained in Section 3.1.
The analysis of DDD and its conclusions are based on the following:
1. EDDM always uses new learners created from scratch. Nevertheless, resetting the system upon drift detections is not always the best choice. DWM allows us to use old classifiers, but does not use any strategy to help the convergence of these classifiers to the new concept. So, it cannot use information from the old concept to learn the new concept faster, as DDD does.
At least in the situations in which new learners created from scratch or old learners which attempted to learn the old concept well are not the best choice, DDD will perform better if it manages to identify these situations and adjust the weights of the ensembles properly. This is independent of the base learner. 2. The diversity study presented in Section 5 shows that such situations exist and that an old high diversity ensemble, which is used by DDD, is benefic for several different types of drift. In Section 6.3.1, we show using artificial data and decision trees that DDD is able to identify such situations and adjust the ensemble weights properly, being accurate in the presence and absence of drifts. We also identify the drifts for which DDD works better and explain why. Section 6.3.2 analyzes the number of time steps in which DDD maintains four ensembles. Section 6.3.3 shows that DDD is robust to false alarms and explains the influence of the parameter W . Additional experiments using naive bayes (NB) and multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) on real-world problems (Section 6.3.4) further confirm the analysis done with the artificial data.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experiments with Artificial Data
The sets of parameters considered for the experiments are shown in Table 4 . The parameters h were chosen to be the same as in Section 5.1. The parameter ( for EDDM) was chosen so as to provide early drift detections. This parameter was the same for DDD and EDDM, providing a fair comparison. Preliminary experiments with five runs for each data set show that does not influence much EDDM's accuracy. Even though an increase in is associated with increases in the total number of time steps in warning level, the system is usually in warning state for very few consecutive time steps before the drift level is triggered, even when very large is adopted. That number is not enough to significantly affect the accuracy. So, we decided to use ¼ 0:99.
Similarly to h , the parameter p of DWM was chosen considering the best average accuracy at the time step 1:1N, using the default values of ¼ 0:5 and ¼ 0:01. The average was calculated using five runs for all the data sets of a particular problem at the same time, as for the choice of h . After selecting p, a fine tuning was done for DWM, again based on five preliminary runs, by selecting the parameter which provides the best main effect on the prequential accuracy at the time step 1.1N when using the best p. The execution time using ¼ 0:7 and 0.9 became extremely high, especially for Plane and Circle. The reason for that is that a combination of a low p with a high causes DWM to include new base learners very frequently, whereas the weights associated with each base learner reduce slowly. So, we did not consider these values for these problems.
The base learners used in the experiments were lossless ITI online decision trees [35] and both DDD and EDDM Fig. 2 shows the prequential accuracy and Fig. 3 shows the weights attributed by DDD for some representative data sets. Graphs for other data sets were omitted due to space restrictions.
We first compare DDD's prequential accuracy to EDDM's. During the first concept, DDD is equivalent to EDDM if there are no false alarms. Otherwise, DDD has better accuracy than EDDM. This behavior is expected, as EDDM resets the system when there is a false alarm, having to relearn the current concept. DDD, on the other hand, can make use of the old ensembles by increasing their weights. Fig. 3 shows that indeed DDD increases the weights of the old ensembles when there are false alarms (the average number of drift detections is shown in brackets in Fig. 2) .
We concentrate now on comparing DDD to EDDM in terms of accuracy after the average time step of the first drift detection done during the second concept. The experiments show that DDD presents better accuracy than EDDM mainly for the drifts known from the diversity study (Section 5) to benefit from the old ensembles (drifts with low severity or low speed). Figs. 2a, 2b , 2e, 2f, and 2g show examples of this behavior.
In the case of low severity and high speed drifts, the best ensemble to be used according to the study presented in Section 5 is the old high diversity, especially during the very beginning of the learning of the new concept, when the new low diversity is still inaccurate to the new concept. DDD gives considerable weight to the old high diversity ensemble, as shown in Figs. 3a and 3b . Even though it is not always the highest weight, it allows the approach to get better accuracy than EDDM. When there are false alarms, there are successful sudden increases on the use of the old low diversity ensemble, as can be observed in the same figures.
However, the nonperfect (late) drift detections sometimes make the use of the old high diversity ensemble less beneficial, making DDD get similar accuracy to EDDM, instead of better accuracy. Let's observe, for example, Fig. 4a . Even though the study presented in Section 5 shows that when there are perfect drift detections, the best ensemble for this type of drift would be the old high diversity, the accuracy of an approach which always chooses this ensemble becomes similar to the new low diversity ensemble's during some moments when the drift detection method is used. DDD obtains similar accuracy to EDDM exactly during these moments (Fig. 2b) and just becomes better again because of the false alarms.
In the case of low speed drifts, the best ensembles to be used according to the study presented in Section 5 are the old ensembles (especially the old low diversity) soon after the beginning of the drift. DDD manages to attain better accuracy than EDDM (e.g., Figs. 2e, 2f, and 2g) because it successfully gives high weight for these ensembles right after the drift detections and keeps the weight of the old low diversity ensemble high when there are false alarms, as shown in Figs. 3e, 3f , and 3g.
The nonperfect (especially the late) drift detections also reduce the usefulness of the old ensembles for the low speed drifts, sometimes making DDD attain similar accuracy to EDDM. An example of this situation is shown by Figs. 2h, 3h , and 4b. As we can see in Fig. 4b , the accuracy of an approach which always chooses the old high diversity is similar to an approach which always chooses the new low diversity because of the nonperfect drift detections. For only one problem, when the speed was low and severity high, the late drift detections made DDD attain worse accuracy than EDDM.
When the drifts present high severity and high speed, the accuracy of DDD was expected to be similar (not better) to EDDM, as the new low diversity is usually the most accurate and EDDM's strategy is equivalent to always choosing this ensemble. However, the experiments show that DDD sometimes presents similar, sometimes worse (Fig. 2d) , and sometimes better (Fig. 2c) accuracy than EDDM.
The reason for the worse accuracy is the inaccuracy of the initial weights given to the new low diversity soon after the drift detection, as this ensemble learned too few examples. If the initial weights take some time to become more accurate, as shown in Fig. 3d , DDD needs some time for its prequential accuracy to eventually recover and become similar to EDDM's, as shown by the accuracy's increasing tendency in Fig. 2d . If the accuracy of the old ensembles decreases very fast in relation to the time taken by the new low diversity ensemble to improve its accuracy, DDD manages to attain similar accuracy to EDDM since soon after the drift detection. Besides, DDD can attain better accuracy than EDDM even for this type of drift due to the false alarms (Figs. 2c and 3c) .
The accuracy of DDD for medium severity or speed drifts was never worse than EDDM's and is explained similarly to the other drifts.
We shall now analyze the number of win/draw/loss of DDD in comparison to EDDM at the time steps analyzed through T tests after the average time step of the first drift detection during the second concept. It is important to note that, when there are false alarms, DDD can get better accuracy than EDDM before this time step. Considering the total number of win/draw/loss independent of the drift type, DDD obtains better accuracy in 45 percent of the cases, similar in 48 percent of the cases, and worse in only 7 percent of the cases. So, it is a good strategy to use DDD when the drift type is unknown, as it obtains either better or similar accuracy and only rarely obtains worse accuracy.
Considering the totals per severity, DDD has more wins (67 percent) in comparison to draws (33 percent) or losses (0 percent) when severity is low. When severity is medium, DDD is similar in most of the cases (68 percent), being sometimes better (32 percent) and never worse (0 percent). When severity is high, DDD is usually similar (42 percent) or better (38 percent) than EDDM, but in some cases, it is worse (20 percent). If we consider the totals per speed, the approach has more wins (61 percent) in comparison to draws (34 percent) or losses (5 percent) when speed is low. When the speed is medium, the number of draws is higher (64 percent, against 36 percent for wins and 0 percent for losses). When speed is high, the number of draws and wins is more similar (47 and 39 percent, respectively), but there are some more losses (14 percent) than for the other speeds. This behavior is understandable, as, according to Section 5, the old ensembles are more helpful when the severity or the speed is low.
DDD has usually higher accuracy than DWM, both in the presence and absence of drifts (e.g., Fig. 2a to Fig. 2h) . Before the drift, DDD is almost always better than DWM. Considering the total number of win/draw/loss independent of the drift type for the time steps 1:1N, 1:5N, and 2N, DDD obtains better accuracy than DWM in 59 percent of the cases, similar in 25 percent of the cases, and worse in 15 percent of the cases. As we can see in the figures, DDD usually presents faster recovery from drifts.
A probable reason for the lower accuracy of DWM during stable concepts is that it adds new classifiers when it gives misclassifications, independent of how accurate the ensemble is to the current concept. The new classifiers are initially inaccurate and, even though the old classifiers compensate somewhat their misclassifications, the accuracy of the ensemble as a whole is reduced. A probable reason for the lower accuracy of DWM in the presence of drifts is that its weights take some time steps to start reflecting the new concept, causing slow recovery from drifts. So, DWM is usually better than an ensemble without drift handling, but worse than DDD. In a few cases, when drifts that do not affect much the accuracy of old ensembles are detected, DWM obtained better accuracy than DDD. A detailed analysis of DWM is outside the scope of this paper.
In a very few occasions, not only DDD, but also EDDM and DWM get worse accuracy than an ensemble without drift handling during a few moments soon after the beginning of the drift when the drift is not fast (e.g., Figs. 2e and 2h) . That happens because, in the beginning of the drift, ensembles which learned the old concept are expected to be among the highest accuracies while the old concept is still dominant over the new concept. Nevertheless, as the number of time steps increases and the old concept becomes less dominant, the accuracy of an ensemble without drift handling is highly affected and reduced.
In summary, the experiments in this section show that DDD gets usually similar or better accuracy than EDDM and usually better accuracy than DWM both in the presence and absence of drifts. DDD also usually gets better accuracy than an ensemble without drift handling in the presence of drifts and similar accuracy in the absence of drifts.
Time Steps Maintaining Four Ensembles
In this section, we compare the time and memory occupied by DDD to EDDM and DWM indirectly, by considering the number of ensembles maintained in a sequential implementation using as the source of diversity and decision trees as the base learners. The high diversity ensembles have faster training and occupy less memory, as they are trained with much less examples (on average, times the total number of examples). So, we will compare the number of time steps in which DDD requires four ensembles to the number of time steps in which EDDM requires two ensembles to be maintained.
The experiments presented in Section 6.3.1 show that DDD required the maintenance of four ensembles during, on average, 4.11 times more time steps than EDDM required two ensembles. Considering the total number of time steps of the learning, DDD is likely to use, on average, 1.22 times more time and memory than EDDM. DWM always maintains one ensemble with variable size and this size was, on average, 0.45 times the size of the ensembles maintained by DDD and EDDM. However, DWM is likely to create/delete ensembles with a high rate when the accuracy is not very high, increasing its execution time.
Robustness to False Alarms and the Impact of W
We performed additional experiments by forcing false alarms on particular time steps during the first concept of the artificial data sets corresponding to low severity drifts, instead of using a drift detection method.
When varying W , the experiments show that this parameter allows tuning the trade-off between robustness to false alarms and accuracy in the presence of real drifts. The graphs are omitted due to space limitations.
Higher W (W ¼ 3) makes DDD more robust to false alarms, achieving very similar accuracy to an approach with no drift handling, which is considered the best one in this case. W ¼ 3 makes DDD less accurate in the presence of real drifts, but still more accurate than an ensemble without drift handling in the presence of drifts.
Lower W (W ¼ 1) makes DDD less robust to false alarms, but still with considerably good robustness and more robust than EDDM, besides being more accurate in the presence of real drifts. So, unless we are expecting to have many false alarms and few real drifts, it is a good strategy to use W ¼ 1.
Experiments with Real-World Data
The experiments using real-world data were repeated using two different types of base learners: MLPs and NB. The MLPs contained 10 hidden nodes each and were trained using backpropagation with 1 epoch (online backpropagation [38] , [39] ), learning rate 0.01, and momentum 0.01. These base learners were chosen because they are faster than ITIs when the data set is very large. Both DDD and EDDM used ensemble size of 100.
The parameters used in the experiments are shown in Table 5 . All the parameters were chosen so as to generate the most accurate accuracy curves, based on five runs. The first parameters chosen were and p, which usually have bigger influence in the accuracy. The five runs to choose them used the default values of h ¼ 0:005 and ¼ 0:5. After that, a fine tuning was done by selecting the parameters h and . For electricity, preliminary experiments show that the drift detection method does not provide enough detections. So, instead of using the drift detection method, we forced drift detections at every F A ¼ f5; 25; 45g time steps. The only exception was EDDM using NB. In this case, ¼ 1:15 provided better results.
Each real-world data set used in the experiments has different features. So, in this section, we analyze the behavior of DDD according to each real-world data set separately, in combination with a more detailed analysis of the features of the data. For each data set, the prior probability of class 1 at the time step t estimated according to the sample, P ð1ÞðtÞ, is given by
where yðiÞ is the target class (1 or 0) of the training example presented at the time step i, and w size is the size of the window of examples considered for calculating the average. The first data set analyzed is electricity. In this data set, the prior probability of an increase in price calculated considering the previous 1,440 examples (one month of observations) varies smoothly during the whole learning period. These variations possibly represent several continuous drifts, to which DDD is expected to have a good behavior. Fig. 5a shows the accuracy obtained for this data set using MLPs. As we can see, DDD is able to outperform DWM and EDDM in terms of accuracy. DDD was able to attain even higher accuracy in comparison to DWM and EDDM when using NB. The graph was omitted due to space limitations.
The second data set analyzed is PAKDD. In this data set, the probability of a fraudulent customer considering the previous 2,000 examples has almost no variation during the whole learning period. So, this data set is likely to contain no drifts. In this case, DDD is expected to obtain at least similar accuracy to EDDM and DWM. If there are false alarms, DDD is expected to outperform EDDM. The experiments show that all the approaches manage to attain similar accuracy for this problem when using MLPs (Fig. 5b) . A similar behavior happens when using NB. In particular, the drift detection method performed almost no drift detections-average of 0.37 drift detections during the whole learning when using MLPs and of 3.60 when using NB. So, EDDM did not have problems with false alarms. Experiments using a parameters setup which causes more false alarms show that DDD is able to maintain the same accuracy as DWM in that condition, whereas EDDM has reduced accuracy.
Nevertheless, the class representing a fraudulent customer (class 1) is a minority class. So, it is important to observe the rates of false positives fpr and negatives fnr, which are calculated as follows:
fprðtÞ ¼ num fp ðtÞ=num n ðtÞ and fnrðtÞ ¼ num fn ðtÞ=num p ðtÞ;
where num fp ðtÞ and num fn ðtÞ are the total number of false positives and negatives until the time step t; and num n ðtÞ and num p ðtÞ are the total number of examples with true class zero and one until the time step t.
In PAKDD, it is important to obtain a low false negative rate, in order to avoid fraud. When attempting to maximize accuracy, the false positive rate becomes very low, but the false negative rate becomes very high for all the approaches analyzed. So, the parameters which obtain the best false negative rate are different from the parameters which obtain the best accuracy.
Besides, DDD can be easily adapted for dealing with minority classes by getting inspiration from the skewed (imbalanced) data sets literature [40] . Increasing and decreasing diversity based on the parameter of the P oisson distribution is directly related to sampling techniques. A < 1 can cause similar effect to undersampling, whereas a > 1 can cause similar effect to oversampling. So, experiments were done using l ¼ h ¼ 2 for the minority class, h ¼ 0:005 for the majority class, ¼ ¼ 1:15, ¼ 1:20, ¼ 0:3, p ¼ 1 both when using MLPs and NB; l ¼ 0:4 for the majority class when using MLPs; and l ¼ 0:1 for the majority class when using NB. As we can see in Fig. 6 , DDD obtains the best false negative rate when using MLPs. It also obtains the best rate when using NB. Additional work with minority classes is proposed as future work.
The last data set analyzed is KDD. In this problem, the probability of an intrusion considering the previous 2,000 examples has several jumps from 1 to 0 and vice versa during the first and last third of the learning. So, there are probably several severe and fast drifts which reoccur with a high rate during these periods. Even though DDD (and EDDM) is prepared for dealing with severe and fast drifts, it is not prepared for dealing with recurrent concepts yet. DWM does not have specific features to deal with recurrent drifts either, but it can obtain good accuracy if these drifts are close enough to each other so that the weights of the base learners do not decay enough for them to be eliminated.
Figs. 5c and 5d show that DDD obtains worse accuracy than DWM during the first and last thirds of the learning when using MLPs, but similar (or slightly better) when using NB. The experiments show that, if the drifts are very close to each other and there are no false alarms, DDD can make use of the learning of the old concept through the old ensembles when the concept reoccurs. This is what happens when using NB, as the weight given to the old low diversity ensemble presents peaks during the learning and the number of drift detections is consistent with the changes in the estimated prior probability of attack. However, false alarms cause DDD to lose the ensembles which learned the old concept (the old ensembles are replaced), being unable to use them when this concept reoccurs. This is what happens when using MLPs, as the number of drift detections was more than twice the number of detections when using NB, probably representing false alarms.
In summary, the experiments in this section reaffirm the analyses done in the previous sections: for a database likely to contain several continuous drifts, DDD attained better accuracy than EDDM and DWM. For a database likely to contain no drifts, DDD performed similarly to other approaches. EDDM would perform worse if there were false alarms. For a database which may contain very severe and fast drifts which reoccur with a high rate, DDD performed similarly to DWM when it could make use of the ensembles which learned the old concept, but performed worse when these ensembles were lost.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an analysis of low and high diversity ensembles combined with different strategies to deal with concept drift and proposes a new approach (DDD) to handle drifts.
The analysis shows that different diversity levels obtain the best prequential accuracy depending on the type of drift. It also shows that it is possible to use information learned from the old concept in order to aid the learning of the new concept, by training ensembles which learned the old concept with high diversity, using low diversity on the new concept. Such ensembles are able to outperform new ensembles created from scratch after the beginning of the drift, especially when the drift has low severity and high speed, and soon after the beginning of medium or low speed drifts.
DDD maintains ensembles with different diversity levels, exploiting the advantages of diversity to handle drifts and using information from the old concept to aid the learning of the new concept. It has better accuracy than EDDM mainly when the drifts have low severity or low speed, due to the use of ensembles with different diversity levels. DDD has also considerably good robustness to false alarms. When they occur, its accuracy is better than EDDM's also during stable concepts due to the use of old ensembles. Besides, DDD's accuracy is almost always higher than DWM's, both during stable concept and after drifts. So, DDD is accurate both in the presence and in the absence of drifts.
Future work includes experiments using a parameter to control the maximum number of time steps maintaining four ensembles, further investigation of the performance on skewed data sets, and extension of DDD to better deal with recurrent and predictable drifts. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
